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Along with supplying plenty of luster and sheen, mirrored furniture and 
decor accents can also create the illusion of a larger space. “Mirrors provide as 
much function as they do beauty,” says Houston designer Dennis Brackeen.  
“I especially like to use them in rooms that feel cramped or de!cient in natural 
light because, unlike solid, nonre"ective surfaces, they bounce light around a 
room and open up the space.” For this reason, both Brackeen and Walker o#en 
rely on mirrored surfaces to visually expand narrow entry rooms or hallways. 
“Mirrored wall tiles in particular can act as ‘windows’ in a tight space,” says 
Walker. “I like to use mirrored elements$especially with rose%e spacers at the 
corners$to create an architectural element that helps de!ne a wall or niche.”

W hen the cold weather hits, nothing makes  
a client happier than retreating to a cozy, 
inviting home. No surprise then that some  

of the season’s most sought-a#er styles are out!%ed with 
light-re"ecting surfaces and sparkling metallic !nishes to 
help combat the wintertime blues. 

Of course, few !nishes provide more shimmer than mirrored ones. “Mirrors 
are one of my go-to tools of design,” says Charlo%e, North Carolina–based 
designer Gray Walker. “Mirrored surfaces work in any space, from a kitchen 
backsplash to a powder room.” 

On the Beat

Reflected Glory
Let the glittering spectacle of freshly fallen snow give new 

meaning to bringing the outdoors in. 
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A mirror-tiled hallway by 
Ken Pursley of Pursley Dixon 

Architecture, leading to a 
bedroom design by Gray Walker.



When mirrored walls won’t do the trick, Brackeen recommends employing 
mirrored furniture in spaces lacking in square footage$and leading up to larger 
rooms$including foyers or vestibules. “You don’t want to !ll these areas with 
furnishings that will visually stop someone upon entering,” he explains. “I 
prefer to layer these spaces with mirrored pieces, such as a deco period chest, a 
Venetian wall mirror and re"ective lamp shades, to bring in light and create  
a glamorous mood.”

However, before !lling a petite room with mirrored designs, Brackeen says 
it’s imperative to consider what, exactly, will be re"ected in the surface. “Be 
careful not to use mirrors in spaces with an overabundance of natural light and 
windows,” he says. “If a room is already "ooded with light, mirrors can wind up 
making the space feel stark and hollow.”

If your client is not a fan of mirrored !nishes, no problem. Silver metallic 
decor accents o&er a similarly shimmering appearance but without the re"ec-
tion. “'ey subtly bring light and interest to a room without overpowering a 
pale%e,” says Shannon Callahan, director 
of design at Marc-Michaels Interior Design 
in Boca Raton, Florida. “Silver !nishes 
can be dramatic in the morning sun, or 
calm and subtle with the glow of a lamp in 
the evening.”

Wallcoverings with silver details, in 
particular, can make a big impact in a small 
space$and can be installed in spaces 
where mirrors might normally be taboo. “I 
o#en use them on ceilings for that unex-
pected wow factor,” says Walker. When 
decorating with silver wallpapers and tiles, 
Canadian designer Anne Hepfer recom-
mends incorporating gradient shades to 
create a so#er, more subdued look. 
“Layering in lighter-hued materials such as 
marble countertops and "oors with light 
gray veining help ground the eye while 
providing a bit of contrast,” she says. 

For a maximalist scheme, Callahan 
suggests a simple formula for o&se%ing 
shinier surfaces: “For every piece that is 
re"ective, have another with a ma%e !nish 
nearby,” she advises. “For example, pair 
mirrored or silver-leafed nightstands with 
ma%e white lamps or an acrylic-legged 
bench at the end of your bed with a plush 
ma%e fabric.”

When the goal is subtle shimmer, 
Hepfer’s strategy is to drum up some 
drama while enhancing the space’s other 
features. “Metallic and mirrored elements 
should act as a backdrop for a design,” she 
says. “'ey’re fresh enough to feel young 
but elegant enough to evolve over time.” !
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A primary bedroom vignette  
by Dennis Brackeen features an 

18th-century Venetian  
mirror on a gray-veined marble 

fireplace surround. A  
shimmering ceiling sets the 

mood in a silver-hued  
bedroom by Marc-Michaels  

Interior Design.
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DESIGN DISPATCH  On the Beat

1. Like jewelry for the walls, the Hermitage 
wall lamp by Eichholtz will bring a hint 
of glitz to a room.

2. A minimalist with maximalist flair, the 
Alphaville cocktail table by Jonathan 
Adler pairs a simple stainless steel drum 
frame with a smoky mirrored top for 
added drama. 

3. A faux-hide floor covering with a lustrous 
twist, the Bryce rug by Loloi is dappled 
with shimmery metallic speckles.

4. A slim profile ensures the Charlotte bench 
in Mongolian Cream Fur by Four Hands 
can slide into the snuggest of spaces.

5. Add an art deco–inspired touch to 
drawers with Modern Matter’s Lucite-
and-acrylic Dylan pull. 

6. Galerie Philia’s shaggy faux-fur Yeti sofa 
by Vladimir Naumov could coax any 
client into hibernation.

7. A shiny statement piece with architectural 
appeal, the Ming Large mirror by Mitchell 
Gold + Bob Williams features a clean-
lined openwork stainless steel frame.

8.  Thousands of dangling metal beads give 
the Shimmy Fringe pillow in silver by 
Global Views rhythm and movement.

9. Brett Design’s metallic Reflection Silver 
Orbs Pond scaled mural wallpaper turns 
bare walls into glittering snowscapes.

10. The Aeolian Four-Door cabinet by John-
Richard is embellished with tiny pieces 
of broken glass that evoke the appearance 
of an icy window.

11. Realized in melting glass mirror by Dutch 
art collective Rotganzen for Kelly 
Wearstler, the limited-edition Cracked 
Actor sculpture offers a playful take on a 
riotous night out. 

Winter Whimsy
Keep a smile on your client’s  
face all season long with one 
of these dazzling designs.
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On the Beat  DESIGN DISPATCH

12. Turn a ceiling into a sparkling centerpiece 
with the crystal-clad Forest Dawn Silver 
chandelier by Currey & Co. 

13. Whether in a bedroom or foyer, Kristi 
Nelson’s Avenue Mirrored console for 
Chelsea House creates an eye-catching 
focal point.

14. Upholstered in silver-flecked hair-on-
hide, Dune’s Penta ottoman in Disco by 
Richard Shemtov transitions from coffee 
table to footrest with ease. 

15. Crafted from solid brass, the Facet-02 
knob by Nest Studio is finished in 
polished chrome to forge a gleaming, 
gemstone-esque effect. 

16. Give your clients something big and cozy 
to snuggle up in this season, courtesy of 
the sleigh-like 7323-01 chair by Lee 
Industries in Alexander Natural fabric. 

17. Adorned in iridescent mother-of-pearl 
accents and a glistening ombre-leaf finish, 
the Oleander cabinet by Caracole calls to 
mind the delicate dusting of the season’s 
first frost. 

18. Open up a pint-size powder room or 
narrow entryway with the help of Artistic 
Tile’s light-reflecting Hip Herringbone 
Mirror mosaic. 

19. Cortina Leathers’s icy blue metallic 
Natural Worlds in Denim can breathe 
fresh life into a dated design without 
straying from an earth-toned palette.

20. Bernhardt’s Arctic Dining table keeps it 
cool, balancing a clear glass top on a 
sculptural pedestal base that mimics a 
block of ice. 

21.  Sandra Jordan’s double-sided throw in 
creamy French Vanilla bouclé warms up 
a neutral scheme while supplying plenty 
of organic texture.
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